Dr. Musial considers Free City Day
by Professor Thomas Musial

Among all the other things that Free City Day should be considered, there are significant events that should be mentioned. Trails were laid out for students and their families to see and learn about the various aspects of the city. Some of the highlights included tours of the city's historical sites, interactive exhibits, and demonstrations of the city's unique cultural and artistic traditions.

The day also featured a special event, the "Community Celebration," which brought together representatives from various community organizations to share their contributions to the city's vibrant culture. The celebration included music, dance, food, and crafts, reflecting the diversity and richness of the community.

Despite the challenges faced by the city, the day served as a reminder of the resilience and spirit of its people. The events and activities provided an opportunity for residents to come together, celebrate their heritage, and look forward to the future.

---

SMC leaders discuss raids
Considering remedies
by Jeanne Sweeney

SMC News Editor

The recent incidents of campus raids have highlighted the growing problem of property theft on campus. The raids, which occurred over the weekend, have caused widespread concern among students and faculty.

In response to the recent events, SMC leaders met with representatives of the student government and faculty to discuss possible remedies. The group agreed that immediate action is needed to address the problem.

One proposal discussed was the establishment of a task force to investigate the root causes of the raids and to develop a comprehensive strategy to prevent future incidents. The task force would include students, faculty, and staff members who are knowledgeable about campus security.

The task force would work closely with the campus police department to identify and address the specific issues contributing to the raids. They would also consider the implementation of new security measures and technologies to enhance campus safety.

The leaders acknowledged the need for a comprehensive approach to addressing the raids, and they emphasized the importance of involving all stakeholders in the process. They expressed their determination to work together to ensure the safety and security of the campus community.

---

Grace here Friday

Trustee J. P. Grace, under fire from students for his actions as the head of the university, held a press conference on Friday to address the controversy. Grace apologized for any inconvenience caused by the recent events and expressed his commitment to working with the campus community to find solutions.

During his press conference, Grace announced the appointment of a new campus security director to enhance campus safety measures. He also pledged to increase funding for security personnel and to implement new policies to prevent similar incidents from occurring in the future.

The press conference was well-attended, and students and faculty members expressed mixed reactions. Some praised Grace's efforts to address the situation, while others called for more decisive action to ensure the safety of the campus.

---

Cambodian operations protested

Major's plan to attack

Could become full-scale war in Indochina

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The United States has provided military advisors and other support yesterday for South Vietnamese attacks on Communist forces just inside Cambodia, provoking charges in Congress that President Nixon might be widening American involvement in Indochina.

The White House said Nixon would address the nation to explain his decision on Cambodia's request for extensive US military arms and supplies. It was not clear whether today's action was the President's response to that request.

The White House did not respond to questions about the decision, although the White House acknowledged on Wednesday that the President was considering a full-scale war in Indochina.

---

Professor Willis Nutting

Uttering keys on respect for student

by Bro. Patrick Carney

Citing improvements in respect for faculty members over the years he has taught, Dr. Willis Nutting expressed a hope that students would continue to experience that same respect in their keynote address to the Free City Symposium last night.

Nutting's keynote address focused on the importance of respect in relationships, both within the classroom and beyond. He emphasized the need for students to show appreciation for their teachers and instructors and to treat them with the dignity and respect they deserve.

The address was well-received by the audience, who were inspired by Nutting's words and encouraged to reflect on the significance of respect in their personal and professional lives.
From noon to late afternoon today, there will be a discussion on "Male Supremacy at Notre Dame" around the flagpole on the main quadr. Sponsored by the Elizabeth Gurley Flynn Caucus of the Notre Dame Coalition for Political Action, the event will consist primarily of small group discussions on Notre Dame men's attitudes, sexual role stereotypes, and the position of female students, faculty, and workers at Notre Dame. There will be discussion of the new booklet, Sexism at Notre Dame, which will be available for sale, along with leaflets and publications by women's liberation groups. The discussion will also include demands to be made at Friday's Board of Trustees Meeting:

1. open admission - coeducation for undergraduate women at Notre Dame;
2. higher wages and right to collective bargaining for campus workers, particularly women;
3. a free day-care center controlled by the parents, for children of all families who have someone working for the University;
4. more women in the faculty and graduate school;
5. elimination of courses with a male showing the true place of women in history, society and culture. Birth control, abortion and pregnancy counseling.

Finally, Sunday night's "pantry raid," and its implications with regard to the "15 minute rule" and the use of police, along with the question of reparations will be discussed.

There will be special groups for women, with members of South Bend's Women's Liberation. There will be leafleting downtown between noon and 1 pm on Friday, and picketing of the Trustees meeting on Friday afternoon, by women supporting the above demands.

Sly is coming

In response to queries addressed to the Student Union Social Commission, Commissioner Jim Port yesterday said that Sly and the Family Stone would definitely be appearing for his concert Saturday.

Port said that apparently many students have been holding off buying tickets fearing that Sly would not appear.

CORRECTION

The story in the Observer yesterday concerning the patrol hours being passed by the Hall Life board was incorrect. The story stated that Farley Hall rejected the Trustees resolution. Rich Anderson, President of Farley, however, claimed that the Farley Hall Council has "not come down with a decision regarding the Trustees resolution." He said that the council would make a decision in the near future which will be given to both the SLC and the Trustees.

First Symposium topic is 'Liberal Education'

by Mike Ruffer

The Symposium on Higher Education at Notre Dame began yesterday with lectures on "What is a Liberal Education?" It was the first of a series of five lectures dealing with the ideas in the book "The Free City" by Dr. Willis Butting.

Special Assistant to the President George Shuter in the keynote lecture said that an education should be problem-oriented; problems dealing not only with pollution and morals, but also problems that occur in understanding literature.

He felt that the study of literature is a most significant experience, and artistic experience should be a part of education. In talking about tradition, Mr. Shuter commented that the knowledge and art that has survived is the future of the human race.

"Notre Dame needs a separation of the undergraduate liberal arts college from the graduate school type existence. Scholarship belongs in the liberal arts structure but the graduate students interested in a symbolic graduation -
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Dr. Goerner said an education is more than amassing credits.

Dr. Edward Cronin, professor in General Program, asked a teacher who had just received his Ph.D. was hired to teach.

"Of course not," he replied. Thenew Ph.D. knows that the way to get ahead in his profession is not to teach but to publish.

"These men rationalize their actions by saying that this extends to frontiers of knowledge and that it is a professional obligation to publish," he added.

"There is nothing less professional than a professional using his professional skills to publish. A teacher who puts himself first and his students last is a "Publisher," said Cronin.

Dr. Cronin feels that part of this blame belongs to the university;

"Universities no longer care school shouldn't set the tune for the demonstrators.

"There should be genuine intellectual freedom in this Catholic university where a creative atmosphere with open discussion exists," he concluded.

Dr. Goerner, Government professor and Chairman of CAP, said he was not surprised we should spend much time on the machinery of education; he said he was guilty of this mistake himself.

"The central problem in the "Free City" is whether there is anything so thing as being free; and having a liberal education. There had to be a drawing out and activation of this freedom.

"One is a fool to be sure about the machinery because the University has a way of excluding this freedom of study advocated by Dr. Butting.

"It is crazy to believe that one gets an education by amassing credits. This can't be done away with by changing the machinery he added.

Dr. Goerner said an education is more than amassing credits.
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A committee of the Student Life Council will meet with the Ad Hoc Committee of the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees today to request reconsideration of the Trustees' decision on women's hours.

The committee members were informed that last Monday morning's Student Life Council meeting include Administration Representative Joseph M. Murray, Faculty Representative Patricia Salovey, Student Representative Frank Flaherty, and Student Body President David Krashna, Student Representative Rich Miedema, Student President Nicholas H. Roux, Student Representatives to the Board of Presidents' Council Tom Suddes, and another Hall President to be selected by Suddes.

Trustees who will be at the meeting include Chairman Edmund Stephan, Doctor Thomas P. Carey, and Paul Hellman. Student Life Council Chairman James Massey and Mr. Philip Fascella, Special Assistant to the President, Father Heschung, will be the meeting as observers.

The second proposal intended to amend Jones' proposal and provide for retaining the current membership of 3 faculty, 3 administrating, for 8 undergraduates, 2 graduate students and one representative from the law school.

US advisers play unclear role in Cambodian attacks

What role the American "advisers" were playing was not explained.

Closure of open U.S. involvement in military ground operations in Cambodia aroused immediate protest in Congress.

Senate Democratic leader Mike Mansfield said the action "plays the groundwork for escalation of the war and could be the first step in spreading of the war."

He added: "Cambodia is a new ball game. If we become involved directly or indirectly, it becomes a general Indochina war."

The White House said Nixon's broadcast message, to be delivered at an unscheduled hour tonight, would "discuss the entire situation in Cambodia as it relates to both Cambodia and U.S. forces in Vietnam."

SMC assembly endears requirement

SMC assembly endears requirement

by Susie Bury

The St. Mary's Student Assembly Tuesday night decided to approve the recommendation from the judicial board appointments and allocated funds to the Association of Black Collegiate Women at St. Mary's.

A motion to drop the class requirements for the judicial board members was passed by the Assembly after considerable debate. This decision ratifies the review board's decision and validates the current appointments to the judicial board.

A number of debate over the review board's decision to drop the requirements for judicial board members was made by the Assembly. The Council provided that students could drink alcoholic beverages on campus provided that they were not in a public place. Many complaints have been made by this year about hall and individual parties at which alcoholic beverages were consumed and alleged violence, vandalism and hooliganism occurred. Some members of the Council have felt that this was in violation of the original proposal.

The Council noted that drinking was to take place in public places. Some members of the Assembly asked that the typical members by Heschung.

At least four halls on campus have gone ahead and initiated vacations hours for around the clock.

Professor Massey noted at yesterday's meeting that the SMC war. The Trustees' decision on women's hours will be met with at the meeting that two halls, Grace and Flannor have already made proposals to the present Hall Life Board for expansion of hours without the Trustees' limitations. The Board approved the measures Tuesday afternoon.

The President's Advisory Councils, Affairs Charles McCarragher and Massey both noted that they felt that the changes would be effective immediately since approval of hall plans agreed by the Board did not depend on the appoint- ment of additional members by Heschung.
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**Editorial:**

**Free City Day**

Tomorrow, Free City Day, is intended both as a day of celebration and festivity and as a time to raise serious and imaginative questions about the quality of education that we receive at Notre Dame. At other campuses, educational reform has been an explosive issue; at Notre Dame the serious questioning and dialogue has remained on a limited scale. More than any other issue, educational reform should attract the attention of the students here.

Tomorrow’s activities allow for the faculty that are sincerely concerned about students and the quality of education here to talk to students on an informal basis. The day’s activities provide an opportunity for Father Walsh and the other administrators to learn from the students that are interested in discussing change. And Free City Day permits the students to demonstrate to the faculty, administrators, and trustees, that they are concerned on a large scale about innovative educational reform.

It is important to set against an atmosphere of enjoyment and festivity. The questions that have many times been asked in anger or disappointment can be raised tomorrow in a more conducive mood.

Tomorrow is an opportunity to “turn Notre Dame into a free city of the mind.” Counter-propaganda by faculty or administrators vs. the students is likely to become the great Christian university that it has the potential to become.

Dave Krashna on

---

**Cotton Bowl money**

It is an unfortunate situation that the University has made repeated promises, with few results in the area of minority enrollment/recruitment. This is not notwithstanding the fact that the ND has been applauded for its actions of going to the Cotton Bowl for the expert purpose of helping minority students, and also not notwithstanding the fact that Fr. Heeburg is Chairman of the US Civil Rights Commission. From this latter fact it would seem ND would reaps many more benefits for minority students than it has. This is one of many interesting paradoxes at ND.

Two weeks ago, months after the bowl, the receipts were announced. The first consideration here is that this delay in announcing the totals will freshmen class, or will the latter class be taken care of? The first consideration care of first, or in combination with the incoming students would be raised tomorrow in a more conducive mood.

Free City Day should be a day to further discuss the financial issues that have been made available is only a drop in the bucket. The confirmation or rejection of these opposing ideas has come rather than merely ignoring the same old arguments, ignoring the same old practical realities of the situation. The confirmation or rejection of these opposing ideas has come in the crucible of college confirmations has announced the available funds. A second major thought is that many black students already in attendance are suffering from lack of financial aid. These students must be taken care of. The question is, will they be taken care of, or in combination with the incoming freshmen class, or will the latter class be taken care of? Either way, it will be extremely difficult to meet these financial needs. Present upper-classmen of this, are trying to contemplate their futures at ND because of financial crisis. When approaching the Administration they have stated that financial assistance is needed to finance a monolithic communism. This discussion and concern is to be set against an atmosphere of enjoyment and festivity.

This discussion and concern is to be set against an atmosphere of enjoyment and festivity. The questions that have many times been asked in anger or disappointment can be raised tomorrow in a more conducive mood.

---

**Prophets**

Prophets. They’re all over the place, especially when it comes to predicting the future course of world affairs. “If we do this, the result will be disaster, if we do that it will help the cause of freedom, etc.”

The funny thing is that no one ever really seriously looks back and checks out the prophecies of the past against present reality, except an occasional article writer who does this to provide an interesting sideline on some famous personality. But certainly we ought to do what we can to learn lessons from the past, and a valuable lesson ought to be learned by all of us, the result will be disaster, if we do that it will help the cause of freedom, etc.

Tomorrow is an opportunity to “turn Notre Dame into a free city of the mind.” Counter-propaganda by faculty or administrators vs. the students is likely to become the great Christian university that it has the potential to become.

---

**Chris Wolfe**

**A WORD OF ADVICE**

**SOMETIMES IT DON’T PAY OFF,**

**BUT I’LL TELL YOU THIS, IF PEOPLE DON’T NASAAGRE, THEY DON’T AGREE WITH YOU!**

---
Phantom of the Opera but not just to laugh

by T. C. Trenor

Observer Features Editor

The Phantom or the opera house is more than a deal. He is extinguished. He had better have been more convincing. His voice has been distorted, and perverted, and rendered laughable.

The Phantom is the offspring of Frankenstein, and Count Dracula; beaten to death by a hundred blind, peevish, fools like our leaders. He is the work of Sir Arthur Edwin Carewe, and a task force of the student body. If not, he is alone, a passionate man. He bargained for a soul and lost it; and fairly and out of a real need. He captured the woman he loved when she betrayed him, but he did it with dignity, and only because he knew that she needed her love to drag him out of the dungeon he was trapped in. Only he acted from deeds of emotion. Only he had a soul.

Perhaps the only reason he had a soul was because he was played by Lon Chaney. Chaney's talent, even in a silent film, rise high above his colleagues—particularly his leading lady, Mary Philbin, whose repertoire of facial expressions ranged from disgust to disgust. Even when she smiled she looked disgusted. In addition, she was probably cross-eyed.

Another Swiftnie by Ed Ellis

A Modest Proposal for Acceptance of and Humble Submission to the Decree of Sultan Stepan

As a result of certain recent events, climaxing a trend I see as having developed over the last year, I have decided to present for the perusal of the informed hierarchy of this University, (to the Board of Trustees, should they concern themselves with this matter), a modest proposal for the alleviation of the multiplicity of student complaints, which are disquieting anomalies. There is no easy answer to the problem, but there are various forms of control over the students of the University.

Method and benefits I shall present shortly, but first I should like to describe the situation. The Board of Trustees, I have already written, has been an embarrassment to the university; it has become a source of worry, and anxiety, and embarrassment; and it has ruled in ways that have been inconsistent with the best interests of the institution.

As far as I can see, there are two main causes of this problem. The first is the lack of adequate representation of the student body on the Board, and the second is the complete lack of any democratic process in the making of decisions.

The first problem is easily remedied. The Board of Trustees could be expanded to include a larger number of students, who would be elected by the student body. This would ensure that the student voice is heard in the decision-making process.

The second problem is more difficult to solve. The Board of Trustees is not a democratic institution, and it does not operate in a democratic manner. The Board is not accountable to the student body, and it is not subject to the same democratic processes as other institutions.

I propose, therefore, that the Board of Trustees be replaced by a new body, composed of representatives of the student body, who would be elected by the student body. This new body would be responsible to the student body, and would be subject to the same democratic processes as other institutions.

With this new body in place, the University would be run in a more democratic manner, and the student voice would be heard in the decision-making process.

I hope that you will consider this proposal carefully, and that you will take the necessary steps to ensure that the student voice is heard in the decision-making process at the University.
Musial explains limits of educational theories

(continued from page 1)

The teacher must also develop in his students the ability to engage in second order reflection. There are many meaningful experiences in life; many that are important to be exposed to; to evaluate the experiences and growth and development of the person. (He cannot, for example, be instrumental in a student's falling in love, getting married, or becoming a parent, no matter how significant each or any of these experiences might be as the basis of the growth and development of the whole person.) The teacher's role, rather, has to do with what prompts the responsible evaluation of experience, and how action ought to be guided by understanding it in this sense that humanistic education is both intellectual and moral. It helps a student understand what he ought to do in life, and what the different consequences are of the different choices he may make.

The teacher therefore shares most experiences with his students vicariously, with a view, first, to understanding or feeling them in the way a great author or artist would have them understood or felt, and then analyzing them, evaluating them, and helping the student relate them to his own experience. The only first-hand experience that the teacher can really give the student is the educational model that he himself provides—the testimony of his own life to the value of what he teaches.

Is there a need for specific educational reforms? I think the model of the German university has taught us enough about knowledge, it is time to learn knowing; enough about problems, it is time to learn the educative role of people; enough about logic, it is time to learn the educative function of love; enough about how to accumulate facts, it is time to order and establish values. This is not to say that my idea or organization of humanistic learning will not have an ample share of the discipline which the German institutions have developed, or, what in general may be described, theoretical, descriptive, scientific, knowledge. But objective, scientific knowledge (or its fellow professional skill) must exist along side of other personal and affective refinements, and within a larger scope of understanding which maintains viable values for humane living. These I hold to be the objectives of humanistic learning and teaching, and they are the principles which guide the contributions I hope to make to the Notre Dame community.
CPIA to present various demands; may stage mass rally on Friday

Plans for a demonstration at the weekend's meeting Friday were tentatively set last night at a meeting attended by a group of students representing various political views.

When the meeting, marked by a late decision, was broken up at midnight, it had been decided to hold a rally around Friday, along with a "people's court" which would concern itself with "American war crimes".

Also, the meeting decided to support any actions by other groups which planned a protest at the CPIA's meeting.

The meeting began with a short discussion on the possibility of a protest by several South Bend labor unions, who have complaints against the University.

Thereupon, the discussion turned to plans for having the trustees open their doors to the students. Several times in the past the trustees have received similar requests and they have always refused.

Also, the Coalition for Political Action refused demands it hopes to have presented to the trustees. The demands include "the right of working class youth to a free, quality college education," since "the universities were built with taxes and corporate profits extracted from workers."

According to Dr. Nutting, the student is often regarded as the "enemy" who will try to get the better of the teacher if he can. They have been driven to a situation of mutual suspicion and fear. Thus the solution to the teaching problem is non-violent.

She said that if each girl opened her door and stood right outside the door, doing nothing but asking what the situation would not rise to such a pitch that boys would barge into girls rooms and remove the girl's belongings or even the girl herself.

Another procedure for future panty raids, drawn up by the Le Mans officials, was discussed at the meeting. This proposal stipulated that all girls should have their doors and windows locked and lights burning.

Anyone, except the student government officers and members of the Hall Council, who was present in the hall would be subject to judicial action.

Both of these proposals were defeated and the group decided to let each hall government adopt its own procedure of conduct for residents during a panty raid because of the different situation in each hall.

Concerning the prosecution of girls involved in getting the boys into the dorms and opening doors for them, which was often government, leaders said that channels will be made open for a resident of any hall who wishes to prosecute individuals that participate in the raid. The St. Mary's Judicial Board will bear any cases.

At the suggestion of Notre Dame SRF, David Krashna, the girls approved the idea of prosecuting those boys involved in the past who could be identified. The boys would be tried by the ND judicial review board.

Concerning the immediate problem of girls opening the doors and windows for boys to gain entrance during a raid, SMC student leaders said that "maids are not permitted above the ground floor of the residence halls without permission. Any girl responsible for a violation of this regulation shall be subject to the judicial system."

In order to solve the real problem between ND and SMC, which was described as a "warped situation" the students government made two proposals to alleviate the problem in the future.

"Recognizing the unhealthy environment that is responsible for the situation which exists between ND and SMC students, we feel steps must be taken to alleviate the problems as well as the symptoms of this situation."

They recommended:

1. To remedy situations prohibiting the development of normal personal relationships between ND and SMC students we feel steps must be taken toward investigation of co-educational dormitories, construction of a Student center, open access to either cafeteria and radical steps toward academic integration.

2. We propose an investigation of student sentiment regarding the adoption of an open dorm policy, and if sentiment is favorable it should be implemented immediately.

The following cities have possible summer job openings in co-operation with the Federal Work/Study Program:

SYRACUSE, SAN FRANCISCO, BOSTON, ATLANTA, INDIANAPOLIS, MINNEAPOLIS, DAYTON AND NEW YORK.

MEETING TONIGHT
April 30 at 7:30 p.m. in room 1-E of the La Forte student center to discuss possibilities. If unable to attend, Contact-

MIKE MCAFHERY
URBAN STUDIES INSTITUTE
103 MEMORIAL LIBRARY
283-1112
The Irish Eye

Editor's Note: This column is written as payment for a debt.

The Miracle came but somebody forgot to keep their investment. Despite a good effort by the Hawks, the Minnesota tandem had no chance of containing the Black Hawks, who had scored six hits in five innings. The Hawks fought back to tie the score but then fell behind again in the fifth inning to take a 3-2 advantage. The Irish decided the issue and for all with their seven runs in the seventh inning.

Leading the Irish offense were Nick Scarrelli, with three hits and three RBIs, Rob Voitier, who had three hits, Rich Lucke, with two hits, one round-tripper, and three RBIs, Joe Keenan, with two safeties, and Chuck Horan and Bill Keenan, of whom drove home a pair of runs. After winning six straight games at Carter Field since playing their home opener April 18, the Irish will lay their streak on the line while playing at Ohio State, before they meet Friday and Saturday.

IU clobbers Ball

The Notre Dame tennis team took it on the chin Tuesday as Big Ten power Indiana defeated the Irish 4-3 in a match that could have gone either way. Exploding for seven runs in the first inning to put the Irish on the ropes, the Hoosiers 7-2. D.C.

This spirit that the Hawks displayed in the second period of that contest was characteristic of their team. With Bobby Hull out of action at the season's start, things looked rather bleak for those multitudes of Chicago rooters. The Hawks never gave up and by the time the season was two-thirds over the Hawks appeared to have a good chance of making the playoffs. Yet as far as finishing higher than third was concerned, forget it, baby. It looked as though things mean, brutal Burns of Boston had a combination lock on the title spoils. Even so, the Hawks would take a miracle for the Hawks to even challenge the Boston club.
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The Notre Dame tennis team took it on the chin Tuesday as Big Ten power Indiana defeated the Irish 4-3 in a match that could have gone either way. Exploding for seven runs in the first inning to put the Irish on the ropes, the Hoosiers 7-2. D.C.

The Notre Dame team was so good in their 4-3 loss that they gave the Hoosiers a run for their money in the third set. The Fighting Irish were behind 6-4 in the third set when they hit a two-run home run to grab the lead back and go on to win.
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The miracle came but somebody forgot to keep their investment going. Even so, the Hawks would have no chance of containing the Black Hawks, who had scored six hits in five innings. The Hawks fought back to tie the score but then fell behind again in the fifth inning to take a 3-2 advantage. The Irish decided the issue and for all with their seven runs in the seventh inning.

Leading the Irish offense were Nick Scarrelli, with three hits and three RBIs, Rob Voitier, who had three hits, Rich Lucke, with two hits, one round-tripper, and three RBIs, Joe Keenan, with two safeties, and Chuck Horan and Bill Keenan, of whom drove home a pair of runs. After winning six straight games at Carter Field since playing their home opener April 18, the Irish will lay their streak on the line while playing at Ohio State, before they meet Friday and Saturday.